This article examines the extent to which the trading behavior of heterogeneous investors manifests in stock price changes of asset portfolios which constitute the Shanghai Stock Exchange. There are three major findings that materialize. Firstly, reliable statistical evidence of a negative relation between the conditional first and second moments of the return distributions of stock prices lends support to the volatility feedback effect. Secondly, 'feedback,' or momentum-type investors, are not present in this market as is often detected from the daily price changes of other industrialized markets. Finally, trade volume as a proxy for 'information-driven' trading suggests that such investors play a statistically significant role in stock price movements. Parameter estimates from this latter group of investors imply that a rise in stock prices from a high volume trading day is more likely than a rise resulting from a low volume trading day.
Introduction
This article examines the extent to which the trading behavior of heterogeneous investors manifests in stock price changes of asset portfolios which constitute the Shanghai Stock Exchange. Using a range-based autoregressive asymmetric volatility model to capture the timeseries dynamics of conditional market volatility, we provide an econometric framework to capture the possible impacts of 'rational' mean-variance optimizers, 'feedback' investors and 'information-driven' investors. Thus far inferences regarding the presence of such heterogeneous investors albeit inconclusive have been derived from industrialized and mature stock markets.
Broadly speaking, there are at least two predominant schools of thought on the statistical distribution of stock price movements. The number of followers for each school has shifted over the years whereby such shifts become ostensibly more pronounced during recessionary times and episodes of economic misfortune. The classical school of thought that has shaped much of the work in applied econometrics and asset pricing subscribes to the notion that stock price changes follow a random walk and are normal or Gaussian (Bachelier, 1900; Mandelbrot, 1963; Fama, 1965; Malkiel, 2003; inter alia) . Consistent with this notion, it is believed information diffuses unrestrictedly to all market participants allowing them to compete fairly and equitably. This setting is the underpinning for the efficient market hypothesis and justifies the 'rational' practice of portfolio mean-variance optimization (Markowitz, 1952) .
Rejecting the aforementioned, the second school of thought cites practical reasons why arbitrageurs are constrained in their ability to correct asset mispricing and argue heterogeneous investors impact stock price movements via the various technical, trend-chasing or portfolio insurance strategies that are actively in use by so many different types of investors (Cutler et al., 1990; De Long et al., 1990; Sentana and Wadhwani, 1992; Shleifer and Vishny, 1997; Abreu and Brunnermeier, 2003) . Unlike the efficient market school of thought, there is a greater degree of opinion dispersion here as to the distributional dynamics of price changes. This is because heterogeneous investors, such as those mentioned earlier, drive stock prices in unpredictable ways. Investors trading on subjective criteria, rather than objective statistical measures such as mean and variance, reach investment decisions on the basis of unobservable and inherently unquantifiable parameters. Insomuch as information drives the behavior of investors and arrives to the market with varying degrees of proportion, one can justify the replacement of the classical Gaussian distribution with the mixture of distributions hypothesis as an explanation of stock price changes (Clark, 1973; Epps and Epps, 1973; Tauchen and Pitts, 1983) .
Behavioral explanations in academic literature have gained more acceptance and support especially in times of market upheaval. As Shiller (2000) indicates, we are experiencing today much more volatility which has little to do with shifts in stock market fundamentals. Likewise, many authors, some of whom are prominent psychologists, find that investors systematically make biases in their judgments, over-react to information instead of conducting careful deliberation, and make decisions on the basis of what their peers are doing (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974; inter alia) . Koutmos (2012) argues that such behavioral explanations are receiving more scrutiny because it is becoming more self-evident that the classical asset pricing paradigm of portfolio formation on the basis of mean and variance is not sufficient in uncovering a statistical relation between risk and return on asset portfolios. This possibly stems from our fallacious tendency to overlook heterogeneous groups of investors especially in asset pricing paradigms that seek to describe variations in expected stock returns. The Merton (1980) intertemporal capital asset pricing model focuses exclusively on mean-variance optimizers as a source for stock price variation.
In light of the aforementioned, this article extends the intertemporal capital asset pricing to integrate the heterogeneous behavior of these rational mean-variance optimizers, feedback investors and information-driven investors. As already mentioned, and in accordance with the efficient market hypothesis, the first group of investors are 'rational' in the sense that they trade on the basis of mean and variance whereby their expected returns rise in the presence of greater market volatility (Merton, 1980) . The second group are feedback investors who buy and sell on the basis of past prices. If they are positive feedback investors they buy during price upswings and sell during price declines. Such behavior may manifest from bandwagon effects and herding, the use of stop-loss orders which induce selling after price declines, margin-call induced selling, or momentum-type technical strategies designed to catch incipient price trends. Conversely, negative feedback trading entails buying during price declines and selling during price appreciations.
Finally, the third group of investors are information-driven in the sense that their buying and selling investment decisions are based on an exogenous set of factors and not necessarily mean and variance considerations or previous price movements. Instead, they may be influenced by the arrival of news such as press releases and other corporate announcements. Trade volume thus varies through time along with the flow of pieces of news and the substantive nature of such news. It is therefore used to proxy for information-driven investors and is consistent with the notion that patterns in trade volume are closely linked with the flow and nature of information (Karpoff, 1987) . Intuitively speaking, given news travels at different rates and with discrete weights, it is expected that stock prices exhibit varying distributional properties with different conditional variances across sampling periods thereby providing support for the mixture of distributions hypothesis.
This article focuses on various portfolios from the Shanghai Stock Exchange because this market is unexplored relative to other industrialized markets and has received little attention. It is arguably the fastest growing market by global standards and, as a result of its market-oriented reforms, has caught the attention of investors around the world (Chi and Young, 2007; Wan and Yuce, 2007; Fifield and Jetty, 2008; Loh, 2013) . The proliferation of exchange traded funds which track various facets of the Chinese stock market is testament of this growing interest. Such interest has only expanded since the Chinese government in 2002 launched its 'qualified foreign institutional investor' scheme with the intention of making its stock markets more accessible to reputable foreign entities.
This article shows the interaction of these various groups of investors and shows, firstly, that a negative and significant relation emerges between risk and return. Secondly, feedback trading is not statistically present as is so often reported by other studies examining international markets. Finally, there is statistical evidence of the presence of information-driven investors whereby periods of high trade volume by such investors, more often than not, leads to rises in stock prices.
The remainder of this article is structured accordingly. Section 2 outlines the econometric framework that is used to model the impact of the aforementioned heterogeneous investors and the range-based autoregressive asymmetric volatility model used to estimate the conditional variance of each portfolio's returns. Sections 3 and 4 provide a description of the data and the findings, respectively. Section 5 concludes.
Econometric framework

Measuring speculative dynamics
This article extends the intertemporal capital asset pricing model of Merton (1980) to integrate the trading impact of the aforementioned heterogeneous investors in order to decipher what impact they have on stock prices in the Shanghai Stock Exchange. An econometric framework proposed by Koutmos (2012) is used herein which nests the Sentana and Wadhwani (1992) and Cutler et al. (1990) models to provide a generalized framework for exploring the interaction between rational, feedback and information-driven investors to assess the impact of their trading behaviors on stock prices.
As mentioned, rational mean-variance optimizers base their investment decisions on the conditional first and second moments of assets' return distributions. Their demand for shares of stock is consistent with utility maximization theory and takes the following form:
whereby Υ 1, −1 is the fraction of shares they hold at time − 1, −1 denotes the conditional expectation of the return given information that is available as of time − 1, is the risk free rate, is the coefficient of relative risk aversion and 2 is the conditional variance at time . The sign for is expected to have a positive sign consistent with the postulation that investors are rational and demand higher returns per unit of risk.
The equation in (1) collapses to the familiar intertemporal capital asset pricing model of Merton (1980) if all investors were in fact 'rational' (i.e. Υ 1, −1 = 1), which can be expressed as −1 − = 2 . As mentioned however, there is evidence to suggest the presence of such heterogeneous investors that do not trade on the basis of mean and variance considerations.
The second group of investors considered here are feedback investors whose demand for underlying stock is based on past returns of that stock. Positive feedback investors' demand rises following price increases and falls following declines in price. This may result from overoptimism, the use of stop-loss orders or other forms of technical analysis. Shiller (1987) explains that the most important reason which caused individual and institutional investors to sell their positions on
October 19, 1987 in the United States was the fact that prices had declined considerably and there was anxiety among investors that this would persist. The demand for such feedback investors is specified as follows:
whereby Υ 2, −1 is the fraction of shares held by feedback traders and is the feedback parameter that is expected to have a positive sign if we assume that positive feedback traders outnumber and outweigh the impact of negative feedback traders.
Finally, information-driven investors trade on the basis of information flow, which we proxy for using trade volume (TV). Their demand can be specified as follows:
whereby Υ 3, −1 is the fraction of shares they hold at time − 1 and denotes trade volume at time . Thus, information-driven investors' current demand is a function of news they receive in the current period as well as future news (e.g. imminent corporate announcements or unofficial announcements regarding merger activity). As is argued by He and Wang (1995) , and consistent with equation (3), current volume is not only related to present information flow but also private information received previously. Moreover, it is possible that trade volume can reach its peak in future periods after the initial flow of private information to investors. A common example of this would be to not trade on inside information if you are an insider and instead wait until it is publicly announced.
Market equilibrium requires that all shares are held so that we have
or, alternatively, we can express equation (4) as
Equation (5) can be converted into a regression equation with a stochastic error by setting − = and −1 − = + . This gives us the following:
whereby the term − 2 −1 implies that positive feedback trading induces negative autocorrelation in stock returns. The higher the conditional variance, 2 , the higher the degree of autocorrelation we ought to see.
The specification in (6) can be recast and expressed as follows:
whereby 0 = 0, 1 = , 2 = − and 3 = − . The presence of rational mean-variance optimizers in the context of Merton (1980) is described by the coefficient 1 and, consistent with theory, should have a statistically significant positive sign. The parameters 2 and 3 denote the presence of feedback and information-driven investors, respectively.
It should also be pointed out that the three types of investors interact in a way that they affect each others' demand function. For example, if feedback traders increase volatility this in turn will increase the required rate of return demanded by rational investors. If there is no change in their expected return, their demand for shares will likely decrease. Similarly, the higher volatility may be associated with bad news for information-driven investors and this will have an impact on their demand as well.
It is worth mentioning that 1 , 2 and 3 are nonlinear functions of the original parameters , and . However, we can still get unique solutions for the restricted parameters because we have an exact identification (i.e., the number of restrictions, which are three in this case, is equal to the number of parameters to be estimated).
The model described in equations (1) through (7) 
A range-based autoregressive asymmetric volatility model
In order to estimate (7) we need to define a volatility model and construct estimates for the conditional variance, 2 . Under the classical assumption that the logarithm of a stock's price follows a stochastic process with stationary and independent increments, we can model its price at time according to a geometric Brownian motion
whereby denotes the drift term and constant > 0 is the volatility parameter. Conventionally, the daily interval is normalized to unity to simplify the notation and so the th interval on the trading day , for = 1, 2, 3, … , with = 1 ∆ assumed to be integer (Martens and Dijk, 2007) .
Observing the last closing price in that interval for trading day , , = −1+ ∆ , the last high price, , = sup −1 ∆< < ∆ −1+ , and the low price, , = inf i−1 ∆< < ∆ −1+ , and if we assume the drift * is zero, it is possible to express an unbiased estimator of the variance, 2 ∆, during the specified sampling interval as the squared return,
with a variance equivalent to 2 4 ∆ 2 .
Martens and Dijk (2007) thoroughly demonstrate the aforementioned and indicate how the scaled high-low range variance estimator proposed by Parkinson (1980) theoretically yields a lower mean-squared error of the squared return in (9). Such range-based estimators possibly reveal more information of a stock's price volatility since, throughout any given trading day, a stock price whose value has diverged significantly until it achieves its final closing price naturally is considered more volatile. Readily obtainable high and low values of a stock price thus contain valuable economic information that is of use to investors and researchers (Mandelbrot, 1971; Nison, 1991; Tsay, 2010) . Conventional parametric approaches to modelling volatility, such as the GARCH family of models, neglect to account for such potentially useful information. Therefore, from one trading day to another if there is no change in the closing price, the underlying stock return will be zero despite potentially exhibiting intraday volatility.
In light of this, the range-based variance estimator of Parkinson (1980) provides a scaled high-low range estimator for the variance, 2 , log , − log , 2 4 log 2 (10)
that is implicitly unbiased if there is no drift and * is zero. Martens and Dijk (2007) show that variance of (10) A quick comparison of the variance from (10) with that of (9) provides useful insights. It seems the high-low estimator in (10) has a variance and mean-squared error of about five times less than that of the squared return in (9) and provides some justification for the use of range volatility models over conventional measures such as the realized variance. Alizadeh et al. (2002) and Shu and Zhang (2006) find support for the use of range variance estimators when benchmarked against realized variance and observe that such models do not exhibit significant biases in their estimates nor are influenced by microstructure errors such as the bid-ask spread.
This argument is consistent with the notion that opening and closing prices may be induced by market microstructure effects while intraday high and low prices observed throughout the trading day are (more) free from such errors (Alizadeh et al., 2002) .
As indicated in a recent article by Li and Hong (2011) , despite the intuitive appeal of range variance estimators, they have not been able to capture the dynamic evolution of stock return volatility in practice. Hsieh (1991; 1993; 1995) 
whereby 2 is the range variance estimator from (10), while and , respectively, are i.i.d.
with zero mean and finite variance and are assumed to be independent of each other.
Using the autoregressive parameterization in (11) can be accomplished using ordinary least squares (OLS) and, as Li and Hong (2011) demonstrate, can be augmented to incorporate other explanatory variables in order to account for the asymmetric impact of negative returns, 
whereby the parameters 1 and 2 are akin to the exponential GARCH of Nelson (1991) and, in this case, asymmetry is captured via 2 . Thus, this parameterization can be considered an asymmetric autoregressive model and differs from the GARCH family of models in two respects.
Firstly, it finds much less volatility persistence than its GARCH counterparts and this is important especially for multiday-ahead forecasts. Secondly, it requires no distributional assumptions regarding the behavior of the error term while GARCH models are conventionally estimated using maximum likelihood procedures and inevitably require such an assumption to be made.
Having estimated (12) for each of the sampled observations in this article, we extract estimates of the conditional variance of the respective asset prices and use them in (7) to examine the impact of heterogeneous investors on stock price movements.
Nature of data
Description of data sample
To provide insights into how the aforementioned heterogeneous investors drive stock prices, we examine stock prices of various portfolios that constitute the Shanghai Stock Exchange based on style, size and industry, as well as the major aggregate market indices. The data are collected from the Shanghai Stock Exchange's website (www.sse.com.cn) and the Bloomberg financial database. Table 1 describes the portfolios that are examined, their Bloomberg identifier code that can be used to access the data, the sample range and corresponding number of observations. The choice for the data ranges is determined by the availability of all data necessary to complete this study; namely, in addition to each of the prices of each of the portfolios, the risk-free rate and trade volume is necessary to estimate (7).
Each of the respective panels in table 1 considers portfolios based on some quality. For example, in panel A we have portfolios based on style allocation. The 'dividend' portfolio represents a portfolio of firms that have the highest dividend yields among all blue chip stocks.
The 'high beta' and 'low beta' portfolios constitute, as their name suggests, firms with the highest betas and lowest betas, respectively, relative to all blue chip stocks. 
Time series dynamics of stock returns and volatility
The stock prices examined herein are of daily frequency and denominated in Renminbi. The distributional properties of the unconditional daily realized returns for each of the portfolios is shown in table 2. In panel A, the high beta portfolio has the highest daily mean return and standard deviation (Std. dev.) of 0.0549% and 2.2871%, respectively. This corresponds to an annualized mean return and standard deviation of approximately 13.8% and 36.3%, respectively.
The coefficient of variation (CV) measures the degree of variation for each portfolio's returns
and is expressed here as the annualized standard deviation divided by the annualized mean return.
Another interpretation of this statistic is it computes how much volatility an investor is assuming compared to the expected returns of an underlying portfolio whereby a lower ratio generally reflects a better the risk-reward tradeoff for the investor. This ratio is lowest for the low beta portfolio, followed by the high beta and dividend portfolios.
For the style allocation portfolios, the small cap portfolio generally provides the most favorable risk-reward tradeoff while the large, mid & small cap provides the least favorable tradeoff. In panel C, the consumer staples industry portfolio provides the most favorable riskreward tradeoff while the telecommunications portfolio fares the least favorable. Finally in panel D the SSE 380 index, which reflects the broad performance of the entire Shanghai Stock
Exchange, provides the most favorable risk-reward tradeoff for the given sampling period considered here.
The skewness (Skew.) and kurtosis (Kurt.) statistics suggest that all the return series are negatively skewed and leptokurtic relative to a normal distribution. This is a commonly observed characteristic when working with financial time series and may result from the bursting of bubbles, which cause sizeable negative returns, or asymmetries in news disclosures to the public (Mandelbrot, 1963; Fama, 1965; Blanchard and Watson, 1982; Campbell and Hentschel, 1992;  Ekholm and Pasternack, 2005; inter alia). As mentioned before, and consistent with the mixture of distributions hypothesis, this may also reflect unevenness in the flow and dissemination of information to market participants. The Anderson-Darling (A-D) test statistic further confirms that all the respective portfolio returns to some extent depart from the general characteristics of a normal distribution.
Parameter estimates for the range-based autoregressive asymmetric volatility model in (12) are reported in table 3. The purpose of this specification is to produce estimates of the conditional variance, 2 , and use them to estimate the heterogeneous model in (7) which extends the Merton (1980) intertemporal capital asset pricing model to account for the possible trading behaviors of the aforementioned investors.
As mentioned, this volatility specification is advantageous in that it accounts for valuable intraday price shifts which are neglected from the point of view of traditional GARCH-type specifications. The number of lags, , is determined by the Schwarz criterion while the persistence of volatility is the sum of all the lags, . The two portfolios with the highest degree of persistence are the SSE 50 and SSE 380 indices while the portfolio with the lowest degree of persistence was the healthcare industry. In all cases, the persistence is less than 1 indicating that the log of volatility is a strictly stationary process. This finding is strikingly similar to what is reported by Li and Hong (2011) and further corroborates the view that this volatility specification shows much less volatility persistence that what is typically found when estimating GARCH-type models.
Finally, the asymmetry term, 2 , is negative and significant in all cases and further confirms the view that negative shocks in returns lead to more volatility than positive shocks of equal magnitude. This has been the very motivation for asymmetric extensions of GARCH-type models and is rooted in the finding provided by behavioral economists and psychologists that down markets (i.e. negative shocks in the market) lead to (non-)proportionally more angst (i.e. more stock price volatility) among participants relative to the gratification garnered by up markets of equal magnitude (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974) . Table 4 reports parameter estimates for (7) and is the crux of this article's objective; namely, to examine the extent to which the aforementioned heterogeneous investors drive stock prices in the Shanghai Stock Exchange. Having constructed estimates of volatility using (12), we estimate (7) and we seek to answer these three questions: firstly, is there a positive risk-return relation in the context of the Merton (1980) intertemporal capital asset pricing model? Secondly, are feedback, or momentum-type, investors present in this market? Thirdly, are information-driven investors present when we use trade volume as a proxy for the flow of news into the market?
Evidence of speculative dynamics
The answer to the first question has been the source of much debate and controversy, as well as inspiration for the recent advancements in econometrics. Intuitively, we would expect a positive relation between risk and return as this corresponds to the notion that we are rational risk-averse investors who demand higher expected returns in the face of rising volatility. In terms of findings derived from industrialized markets, the results are very mixed and oftentimes statistically indistinguishable from zero.
The coefficient denoting such risk aversion is 1 and, contra to intuition, is reliably negative across the cross-section of portfolios considered herein. This finding is not surprising from a qualitative perspective in comparison with the burgeoning literature on this topic that already reports weak findings for the risk-return relation inferred from stock prices in industrialized markets. It is interesting though from a quantitative perspective in the sense that all the portfolios consistently show such a negative and statistically significant relation.
This finding provides strong support for the volatility feedback hypothesis proposed by French et al. (1987) and further developed by Campbell and Hentschel (1992) . This hypothesis posits that that if volatility is persistent, as was suggested even as early back as Mandelbrot (1963) , then an increase in current volatility raises future expected volatility leading to an increase in the discount rate (i.e., required rate of return) investors use to discount future expected cash flows produced by the underlying firm. This leads to downward pressure on a stock's price as future expected cash flows are discounted at a higher rate. Assuming that earnings and dividends are not rising, it is obvious that prices will fall. In this case, we see that all the portfolios show a negative and statistically significant risk-return relation.
Looking at this from a different angle, this suggests that contrarian-type opportunities may exist in the Shanghai Stock Exchange. Specifically, if periods of high volatility are associated with declining prices as investors sell their positions, this may be an optimal time to buy. Conversely, periods of low volatility and rises in prices may be an appropriate time to sell.
The coefficient 2 denotes the potential presence of feedback traders. As mentioned, positive feedback trading may result from overoptimism, the use of stop-loss orders or other forms of technical analysis. When looking at industrialized and developed markets, there is convincing evidence that positive feedback trading is present (Koutmos, 1997) albeit Koutmos (2012) suggests that this perhaps has to do with the frequency of the stock prices under consideration and, when considering monthly data, the impact of feedback traders dissipates potentially as a result of other heterogeneous investors that play a role in pushing prices back to fundamentals. Therefore, although it is common when using daily stock prices to find evidence of feedback trading among industrialized markets, there is no such evidence in the case of the Shanghai Stock Exchange. Only the healthcare and financials portfolios show evidence of such trading at the 5% and 10% level of significance, respectively.
Finally, the coefficient 3 denotes the presence of information-driven investors when trade volume is used to proxy for the flow of information. There is consistent statistical evidence that such investors are present in this market. The sign of this coefficient is positive since 3 = − and, as mentioned, is negative and significant across all the portfolios. This suggests that such information-driven investors are present in this market and whereby periods of rising stock prices are commonly associated with high volume trading days. Conversely, periods of declining stock prices are generally associated with low volume trading days.
Concluding remarks
This article examines the extent to which rational mean-variance optimizers, feedback investors and information-driven investors drive stock prices in the Shanghai Stock Exchange. Trade volume is used as a proxy for the flow of information. It is a stylized fact in empirical asset pricing that stock prices exhibit varying distributional properties with different conditional variances across sampling periods. This is consistent with the mixture of distributions which suggests that information travels at different rates and carries varying weights.
The econometric framework nests the Sentana and Wadhwani (1992) and Cutler et al.
(1990) models to provide a generalized framework for exploring the interaction between the aforementioned heterogeneous investors. We utilize a range-based autoregressive asymmetric volatility model to capture intraday movements in stock prices which is used to produce estimates of the conditional variance for each of the various portfolios we consider and which constitute the Shanghai Stock Exchange. Namely, we present evidence from portfolios constructed on the basis of style, size, industry, as well as the aggregate market portfolios.
The Shanghai Stock Exchange is an unexplored stock market in relation to evidence derived from the United States and other major European stock markets. Interest in this market has expanded greatly since the Chinese government in 2002 launched its 'qualified foreign institutional investor' scheme in order to make its stock markets more accessible to reputable foreign entities.
The asset pricing implications of this paper are as follows. Firstly, there is consistent evidence of a statistically significant negative intertemporal relation between risk and return.
This findings provides support for the volatility feedback effect proposed by French et al. (1987) and further developed by Campbell and Hentschel (1992) Nelson (1991) whereby asymmetry is captured via 2 . The number of lags, , is determined by the persistence of volatility is the sum of all the lags, . Conditional variance estimates derived from (12) are used to proxy for volatility and to enable estimation of the het Merton (1980) is described by the coefficient 1 . The parameters 2 and 3 denote the presence of information-driven investors, respectively. The p-values are in parentheses.
